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ABSTRACT

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

DISCUSSION

Currently, society is facing threats to public health that are arising
from an insufficient understanding of their symbiotic relationships
with microorganisms and a lack of mindfulness towards preventing
the spread of communicable diseases. Installation and Performance
artwork that evoke a phenomenological experience was utilized to
communicate an awareness of the microorganisms that coexist
within the environment and impact public health. Different methods
of using sound, multimedia installations, video, and performance
were tested on their effectiveness in creating a phenomenological
experience. Experimental installations, professor feedback, and peer
critiques were used to assess the effectiveness of the approaches in
communicating a social consciousness of disease transmission. The
artwork is expected to influence some degree of social consciousness
of the pathogens that could potentially harm individuals and
communities. In addition, the work may influence some degree of
awareness of health practices, such as hand washing, and a
mindfulness of others who might not have healthy immune systems.

Creating the body of artwork was divided into two parts:
Part 1: Determining what approach to utilizing sound and video in installation art will effectively evoke
a phenomenological experience.
Artwork #1: “Centered”

In the phenomenological installations, the mechanisms of
disease transmission and social interaction were deconstructed to
their bare essentials- contact, transmission, presence, and body.
Through emphasizing these essentials, the viewer’s consciousness
will be directed to their own body, social interactions, and
surroundings in the present moment.
“Centered” influenced viewers to become aware of their own
breathing by watching and listening to people breathe. Directing
viewers to focus on their own breathing induced an awareness of
their body in the present moment. Blurring the identifying features
of the individuals was needed to facilitate the viewer’s ability to
connect to the work.
“Transmission” influenced a heightened awareness of viewers’
own hands and encouraged conversation on what could be
transmitted through touch. The phenomenological effect was due
to the tension created by emphasizing the distance between hands
in close proximity. Both videos needed to be racially diverse and
representative of all genders to reflect the universal nature of
disease transmission.
Wearing the Zika suits in public as a performance artwork
communicated an awareness of the presence of pathogens in the
environment and the importance of health practices. The work
created conversations on the limitations to social interactions
created by communicable diseases. The design of the suit was a
crucial element in communicating the concept of the work.
Overall, the relationship between the viewer, installation, and
the performer parallels the basic mechanisms of disease
transmission, as both are dependent on the interactions between
people and the environment.

Research questions:
1. What approach to utilizing sound and video in installation art
will effectively evoke a phenomenological experience?
2. How can performance and installation artwork be used to
generate a social consciousness of symbiotic relationships with
microorganisms and their effect on public health?

1. Sound installation
-5 different breathing sounds
installed in fabric forms
-Arrangement was uninviting
-Lacked a center point
-The different sounds were
discordant

2. Combined video and sound
-Videoed people breathing deeply
and naturally
-Incorporated the human body
-Singular breathing sound
-Blurred video to create ambiguity
- Need to address race and gender

3. Final video
-Included diverse cohort of
people
-Addressed race and gender
-Individuals interconnected
through transitions & breathe
-Singular breathing sound

Artwork #2: “Transmission”

INTRODUCTION
The discipline of Phenomenology aims to understand the
nature of experiences through analyzing structures of consciousness,
including self consciousness, awareness of the body, and
consciousness of others. By nature, Art functions as a form of
phenomenology by directing our perception through the experience
of the artwork. Recently, artists have embodied phenomenological
experiences in Performance and Installation Art by engaging the
body, space, and action. In Performance Art, the human body is the
medium, and the live actions the person performs is the artwork.
Unlike Theatrical Performance, Performance Art embraces the
interactivity between the actor and spectator to transform the
experience. Installation Art is an art practice where the artwork acts
as an environment by occupying an entire space. By fully engaging
the viewer, Installation Art focuses on how the viewer experiences
the artwork.
While advancements in Microbiology, Public Health,
Epidemiology, and other related fields have made progress in
controlling the spread of communicable diseases, society still faces
health threats from the emergence of antibiotic resistance, the antivaccine movement, and unhealthy environments.
Creating an awareness of self, body, action, and other is
essential in combating the transmission of pathogenic diseases, as
threats to public health arise from an insufficient awareness of the
processes that occur and a lack of mindfulness of the other in regards
to prevention methods like hand washing or sneezing into tissues.

1. Video installation.
-No sound
-Singular male and female
-Lacked passage of time
-Cropping problematic
-Lacked emphasis on hands

2. Second video
-Included more people
-Overlapped video clips
-Addressed issues with
cropping and time
-Did not address race

3. Final video
-Emphasized tension and
contact
-Addressed race and gender
-Directed viewer’s focus to
their hands

Part 2: Creating performance and installation artwork that will generate a social consciousness of
symbiotic relationships with microorganisms and their effect on public health.
Artwork #3: “Zika Suit"

FUTURE WORK
Create an interactive multimedia installation that emphasizes the
presence of microorganisms in the environment and on the human
body.
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1. Performance in Zika suit
- Not mosquito repellent
- Not protective
- Unappealing design
- Limited range of motion

2. Second Zika suit design
-Limited range of motion
-Lacked design
-Mosquito netting used
-Unisex

3. Final Zika suit
-Extended range of motion
-Universal fit and unisex
-Protective design
-Biohazard suit design
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